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OBJECTIVE

A mid-sized fintech platform

provider was attempting to

establish direct connections

with a credit agency in order to

auto-verify credit checks prior to

loan processing. The client's

request was denied because

they were unable to

demonstrate the adequacy of

security controls in the FinTech

Platform.

CASE STUDY



Mid-Size FinTech
Organization from USA

Primary Services
Fintech platform that provides capital
advisory services to small and middle
market businesses by offering a ready
source of prudent funding option

SOLUTION

Utilizing OWASP Top 10 Security

controls, a security assessment of

the fintech platform was conducted

to make sure that our client

complies with the security standards

of credit rating agencies in order to

establish direct connections for the

purpose of credit verification.

The security experts from
Cyberschools carried out a
careful and rigorous
evaluation and validated
the following:

Proper access control is implemented across the

application.

Proper Authorization & Authentication System is

implemented.

Proper error handling is done to avoid exposure of

sensitive Information.

User inputs are properly handled or not.

If server validates file name, type, and content

Proper host header validation is implemented or

not

Proper CSRF protection is implemented across the

application

The application does not disclose sensitive

information



THREATS IDENTIFIED

► Public access to contents of arbitrary files present on the server
► Account takeover in change and forgot password due to lack of
authentication checks
► Read data received from certain API response.
► Get access to confidential information which is not intended to
visible by lower privilege user. It can provide attackers with access
to sensitive data or give them the ability to view restricted
information.
► Gain access to the system of a user and thus compromise
sensitive data on his system, damage his system thus affecting
the availability of resources.
► Get access to confidential information which is not intended to
be visible by user.
► View unauthorized information.
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

► Secure coding practices can be considered part of a
developer's training
► Security vulnerabilities can be avoided by understanding
how to handle user inputs in different conditions
► Adding a rate limit to the web application would be
beneficial
► Ensure unauthorized access by verifying the user's ID
with the current session
► Check the old password and user's email with the current
session of the user. For sensitive APIs, POST HTTP method
can be used instead of GET
► To avoid hosting header injection, server side validation is
required
► Client-side stack traces can be avoided by implementing
custom error pages
► Sensitive information can be deleted from HTTP response
headers, source code, and error pages
► Unnecessary pages that are publicly accessible, and
disclose information about WordPress APIs and users can
be removed
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Our recommendations enabled our client to resolve the issues and

obtain the credit agencies' information security team's certification

and establish a direct credit check connection.

WHO WE ARE

At Cyberschools, we focus on only one thing, "Cybersecurity”

 
Cyberschools is a research oriented security consulting organization with the primary goal of
bringing affordable executive leadership and security engineering expertise to small and
medium businesses. Our unique Risk Based Security approach using leading industry
frameworks focuses on identifying critical threats to the business and suggest
recommendations to ensure compliance with regulatory and customer needs.

Reach out for your security needs at :

sales@cybrschools.com

www.cybrschools.com

732.734.8552


